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ABSTRACT

Previous studies have demonstrated that verbal descriptions of actions activate 

compatible motor responses (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006).  The 

present study replicates previous findings showing that, within a sentence, such activation 

is localized on the verb that denotes the action.  Moreover, motor resonance is found to 

yield to linguistic focus.  If a post-verbal adverb maintains focus on a matching action 

(“slowly” or “quickly”), motor resonance occurs, but if the adverb shifts the focus to the 

agent (e.g., “obediently” or “eagerly”) or to other elements of the action, a cessation of 

motor resonance ensues.  These findings are discussed within the context of theories of 

motor resonance, action understanding, mental simulation, and linguistic focus.
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INTRODUCTION

Evidence from neuroscience suggests that both the performance of actions and the 

recognition of the actions of conspecifics produce motor resonance in primates (Keysers 

& Perrett, 2004).  For example, the motor cortex is active whether a monkey grasps an 

object, observes an experimenter grasping an object (Gallese et al., 1996), watches a hand 

go behind a screen that occludes an object (Umiltà et al., 2001), or hears a nut being 

cracked (Kohler et al., 2002).  These findings generalize to humans with the important 

qualification that such instances of motor resonance seem to occur reliably only when the 

action falls within an individual’s action repertoire (Calvo-Merino et al., 2004; Buccino 

et al., 2004).

When such evidence from neuroscience is considered with theories that propose a 

strong link between the performance and conceptual understanding of actions (Prinz, 

1997; Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004; Wilson & Knoblich, 2005), the involvement of the 

motor system is expected during the comprehension of language that describes actions 

(Rizzolatti & Arbib, 1998).  Indeed, previous studies have shown that sentences 

describing simple motor actions both facilitate compatible motor responses (Glenberg & 

Kaschak, 2002) and activate the brain regions that are active when similar actions (i.e. 

those that involve the same effector) are performed (Tettamanti et al., 2005; de Vega et 

al., 2004).  

Other results have shown that individual words that denote actions yield similar 

behavioral (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006) and neural effects (Pulvermüller et al., 2005; Hauk, 

Johnsrude, & Pulvermüller, 2004).  Along similar lines, studies in the action literature 

have shown that the presentation of an irrelevant word (e.g., “large” or “small”) subtly 

influences the dynamics of a goal-directed action (e.g., grip aperture of a participant’s 

hand) while the participant reaches for an object in anticipation of grasping it (Glover & 

Dixon, 2002; Gentilucci & Gangitano, 1998).  Similar effects have been found for 

incidentally presented nouns (e.g. “baseball” or “tweezers”) that are either larger or 

smaller than the target object (Glover, Rosenbaum, Graham, & Dixon, 2004).  Such 

effects offer support to the claim that the meanings of words and the affordances (Gibson, 

1979) of manipulable objects that nouns can denote produce subtle, but immediate, 

effects in the motor system of a person who comprehends them.  
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Most importantly, in some experiments these effects have been demonstrated with 

a relatively high degree of temporal resolution during the processing of action sentences.  

Compatible responses are facilitated as soon as constraining information becomes 

available, before an entire sentence (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006; Chambers et al., 2002) has 

been presented.  These findings offer support to the notion that understanding actions 

through language relies on mental simulation of the described action and that mental 

simulation of actions is driven by motor resonance.

Most of the work on language-induced motor resonance has examined the effects 

of single words or entire sentences.  A recent study (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006) examined 

motor resonance as it unfolds during the comprehension of a sentence. Two key findings 

with respect to the online profile of motor resonance to emerge from this study were that 

motor resonance (1) occurs immediately (i.e., as soon as enough specificity is provided 

by the linguistic context up to that point) and (2) motor resonance is short-lived (i.e., it 

does not extend beyond the action-specifying verb). The first finding is consistent with 

theories that view language comprehension as an incremental process, in which 

information is activated immediately, rather than after a particular chunk of linguistic 

information (e.g., a phrase or a sentence) has been processed (Chambers et al., 2002). The 

second finding is the focus of the current thesis. 

Why was motor resonance short-lived in Experiments 4 and 5 of the Zwaan and 

Taylor paper? It is instructive to re-examine a representative item from those 

experiments: After/lighting/the candles/for the/romantic/evening/he/dimmed/the/lights.

The target word here is dimmed, which produced motor resonance. The next part of the 

sentence shifts attention away from the action itself to its result or to the patient of the 

action. The authors speculated that this shift of attention was responsible for the 

extinction of motor resonance. This shift hypothesis is consistent with MacWhinney’s 

(2005) perspectival framework, according to which multiple “perspective shifts” occur as 

a person reads a sentence.  These perspective shifts occur between linguistic constituents 

that code for different elements of the referential situation (e.g. location, objects, and 

events) that a body of text describes.  When these different elements are combined to 

form a coherent representation, comprehension is successful (MacWhinney, 2005). Here, 

I propose the Linguistic Focus Hypothesis (LFH). According to the LFH, motor 
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resonance falls under the scope of linguistic focus. As long as the action is within 

linguistic focus, motor resonance occurs. However, as soon as the focus shifts, the mental 

simulation shifts along with it. The LFH makes sense in light of the common assumption 

of the cognitive system as a satisficer, not engaging in more activity than is minimally 

required to perform the task.

Combined with previous findings on motor resonance and mental simulation, the 

LFH makes specific predictions about the localization of facilitated motor processes 

during language comprehension. Consider the sentence While at the gas station, he 

selected unleaded and opened the gas tank (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006; Experiment 4).  

According to the LFH, motor resonance for counterclockwise manual rotation is limited 

to the verb “opened” (which describes an act of counterclockwise manual rotation) 

because the subsequent linguistic content shifts focus away from that particular action to 

other elements of the referential situation (namely the acted-upon object).  If this is a 

correct explanation, then when the subsequent content continues to focus on the action, as 

the adverb “slowly” does in the sentence He placed his hand on the gas cap, which he 

opened slowly, then a continuation of the motor simulation should be observed.   

Experiment 1 was designed to test this prediction.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Participants were presented with the critical sentences shown in Appendix 1. For 

each experiment, the paradigm used by Zwaan and Taylor (2006; Experiment 4) was used.  

Participants read sentences by turning a knob continuously during the frame-by-frame 

presentation of a sentence.  Words were presented in groups of one to three.  Every five 

degrees of rotation caused a group of words that were left-justified in the center of the 

screen to be replaced by the next group of words in the sentence.  On critical trials, a 

sentence describing an act of manual rotation (e.g., The runner/was very/thirsty./A 

fan/handed him/a bottle/of cold/water/which he/opened/quickly, with slashes indicating 

the boundaries between frames) was presented.  For each item, the tenth frame presented 

the critical verb and the eleventh frame presented the adverb intended to keep the action 

within linguistic focus.  Participants read sentences about manual rotation that were either 

diagnostically clockwise or counterclockwise while turning a knob either clockwise or 

counterclockwise. If the prediction generated from the LFH is supported, a significant 

match advantage should be found not only on the verb, but also on the subsequent adverb. 

Method

Participants. Seventy-three undergraduate psychology students participated in the 

experiment for course credit. The data for three participants were eliminated due to 

accuracy below 85% on the comprehension questions (M=95.6%, SD=5.1 for both 

experiments) and the data for two participants were eliminated because they were not 

native English speakers.  The final analysis included data from 68 participants.

Apparatus and Design. The apparatus, design, and sentences from a previous 

study (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006) were adapted for this experiment.  Each item described an 

act of direction-specific manual rotation (see Appendix 1).  Items were presented in 

random order.  All sentences were constructed so that they consisted of 11 frames. The 

10th frame of each sentence contained the verb and the 11th frame contained the adverb.  

Each sentence was designed so that the direction of rotation was as unambiguous as 

possible by the time the verb appeared.  Words were presented in black text on a white 

background, left justified in the center of the screen.

A knob that allowed rotation-contingent, subject-paced text presentation was used 

in both experiments (see also Zwaan & Taylor, 2006).  The knob contained springs that 
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returned it to the centered position when released.  As the knob was turned from the 

center position, the computer logged a keypress response approximately every five 

degrees.  Each key press logged a reading time for a given frame of text and resulted in 

the presentation of the next frame.  Manual rotation direction was manipulated within 

participants.  The linguistically implied rotation direction and manual rotation direction 

were counterbalanced across four lists. There were 17 participants on each list.

Procedure. Participants read sentences by turning the knob in either direction 

(clockwise or counterclockwise).  For the first half of the experiment, they turned the 

knob in one direction to proceed through the sentences and then switched direction for 

the second half.  After each sentence, participants released the knob so that it returned to 

the center position.  Each participant read 48 sentences (16 experimental, 32 filler) during 

the experiment.  A yes-no comprehension question pertaining to the content of the 

immediately preceding sentence followed half of the filler items.  Participants responded 

to these comprehension questions using a standard keyboard.

The experiment began with a participant seated in front of a computer monitor, a 

keyboard, and a knob wired to the keyboard.  After sitting, the participant laid the 

keyboard across his or her lap to answer comprehension questions.  The knob remained 

on the desk and centered in front of the monitor for the duration of the experiment. 

Before the experiment began, each participant completed 20 practice trials under 

experimenter supervision.  The experimenter made sure that participants were turning the 

knob smoothly throughout the duration of each sentence instead of doing the task with 

repetitive, jerking motions.  After the practice trials, every participant was judged to be 

able to do the task well enough to proceed.  Most participants reached this criterion after 

four or five practice sentences.

A trial began with the knob at the center position and the first frame of text of a 

sentence presented on the screen.  When the participant turned the knob in the correct 

direction for approximately 5 degrees, the second frame of text was presented.  When the 

participant turned the knob an additional 5 degrees, the third frame of text was presented.  

This continued until the 11
th

 frame, at which point the participant was either instructed to 

release the knob and wait for the next sentence or was presented with a comprehension 

question.  Questions required a response on the keyboard.
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Results. Segment reading times  <75 ms and >2000 ms were removed from the 

analysis as well as times more than 3 standard deviations from a subject’s cell mean. In 

total less than 1% of the observations were removed.  All analyses used mean reading 

times.  Initial analyses of variance (ANOVAS) with list (a between-participants factor)

showed that interactions between this factor and match (when the direction of a 

participant’s manual rotation matched the direction of the manual rotation described by a

sentence) all had p-values greater than .15, so this factor was dropped from further 

analysis and t-tests were used (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). 

Directional tests showed that there was match advantage on the verb by 

participants [t1(67)=1.69, p<.05] and by items [t2(15)=1.77, p<.05] and, crucial to our 

hypothesis, also on the adverb [t1(67)=2.08, p<.025; t2(15)=1.57, p<.07]. There were no 

significant effects on the preceding segments [ps>.16].

Experiment 1
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Figure 1. Mean reading times and standard errors for the critical regions in Experiment 1

Discussion

These results support the LFH. In addition to finding motor resonance on the verb 

describing the action, a finding that replicates Zwaan and Taylor’s (2006) Experiment 4, 

we now also found motor resonance on adverbs that modified the described action and 

immediately followed the verb. 
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EXPERIMENT 2

The adverbs in Experiment 1 primarily modified the described manual rotation.  

In Experiment 2, those action-modifying adverbs were replaced with agent-modifying 

adverbs: words that did not primarily modify the action (e.g. happily, eagerly, or 

nervously).  These adverbs denote information that is most relevant to the mental or 

motivational state of the protagonist performing the action, not the action itself.  This 

manipulation is compatible with linguistic taxonomies of adverbs that draw a distinction 

between subject-oriented adverbs and process- or manner-oriented adverbs (Jackendoff, 

1972; Nakamura, 1997).  In Experiment 2, the methods from Experiment 1 were repeated 

with the exception that we replaced adverbs that primarily modify actions with adverbs 

that do not (see Appendix 2) as discussed above.

Method

Participants. 64 undergraduate psychology students participated in the experiment 

for course credit. The data for one participant were eliminated due to accuracy below 

85% on the comprehension questions and the data for three participants were eliminated 

because they had cell means that were greater than three standard deviations from the 

mean reading times for all participants.  The final analysis included data from 60 

participants.

Apparatus and Design.  The apparatus and design from Experiment 1 were used in 

Experiment 2, with the exception that the adverbs were replaced (see Appendix 2).

Procedure.  The procedure from Experiment 1 was repeated.

Results. As in Experiment 1, segment reading times  <75 ms and >2000 ms were 

removed from the analysis as well as times more than 3 standard deviations from a 

subject’s cell mean. In total 1.25% of the observations were removed. 

Initial analyses of variance (ANOVAS) with list showed that interactions between 

this factor and match all had p-values greater than .15, so this factor was dropped from 

further analysis and t-tests were used (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). 

Directional tests showed that there was a match advantage on the verb by 

participants and a marginally-significant match advantage by items [t1(59)=2.59, p<.025; 

t2(15)=1.87, p=.08] but not on the adverb [t1 (59)=.824, p=.41; t2(15)=.786, p=.44]. There 

were no significant effects on the preceding segments [ps>.24].  The lack of a match 
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effect on the adverb was not due to a lack of statistical power.  The power to detect a 25 

ms match advantage, as observed in Experiment 1, was .91 for a one-tailed test (Lenth, 

2006).

Experiment 2
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Figure 2. Mean reading times and standard errors for the critical regions in Experiment 2.

Discussion

These results replicate the match advantage on the verb observed in Experiment 1, 

but show that the match advantage we found on action-modifying adverbs did not occur 

if the adverb does not primarily modify the action that is described before it.
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EXPERIMENT 3

The adverbs in Experiment 1 primarily modified the described manual rotation 

and showed the same reading time differences as the verbs which they modified.  In 

Experiment 2, those agent-modifying adverbs (e.g. happily, eagerly, or nervously) that 

occupied the same place in the sentence did not show that effect.  In both Experiments 1 

and 2, the adverb immediately followed the verb.  In Experiment 3, the methods from 

Experiment 1 and 2 were repeated with the exception that a noun phrase was placed 

between the verb and the adverb (see Appendix 3).  If action-modifying adverbs are able 

to cause readers to refocus on an action after the immediately preceding content has 

shifted focus away from the action, then they should show the same effect when a noun 

phrase immediately precedes them.

Method

Participants. 64 undergraduate psychology students participated in the experiment 

for course credit. The data for four participants were eliminated because they were not 

native speakers of English.  The final analysis included data from 60 participants.

Apparatus and Design.  The apparatus and design from Experiment 1 were used in 

Experiment 3, with the exception that the sentences were rewritten so that a noun phrase 

came between the verb and the adverb (see Appendix 2).

Procedure.  The procedure from Experiment 1 was repeated.

Results. As in Experiments 1 and 2, segment reading times  <75 ms and >2000 ms 

were removed from the analysis as well as times more than 3 standard deviations from a 

subject’s cell mean. In total 0.76% of the observations were removed. 

Initial analyses of variance (ANOVAS) with list showed that interactions between 

this factor and match all had p-values greater than .16, so this factor was dropped from 

further analysis and t-tests were used (Pollatsek & Well, 1995). 

Directional tests showed that there was a match advantage on the verb by 

participants and a marginally-significant match advantage by items [t1(59)= 2.28, p<.05; 

t2(15)=1.96, p=.07] but not on the adverb [t1 (59)= 0.824, p=.41; t2(15)=1.47, p=.16].  As 

in Experiment 2, the lack of a match effect on the adverb was not due to a lack of 

statistical power.  The power to detect a 25 ms match advantage, as observed in 

Experiment 1, was .91 for a one-tailed test (Lenth, 2006).
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Surprisingly, non-directional tests revealed that there was a match advantage on 

the word immediately preceding the verb that was marginally-significant by participants 

and significant by items [t1(59)= 1.93, p<.06; t2(15)=2.33, p<.05].  While not a predicted 

difference, this was of a similar magnitude as the predicted effect on the verb.  Two 

possible explanations are discussed below.

Experiment 3
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Figure 3. Mean reading times and standard errors for the critical regions in Experiment 3.

Discussion

These results replicate the match advantage on the verb observed in Experiments 

1 and 2, but show that the match advantage found on action-modifying adverbs in 

Experiment 1 does not occur if the adverb does not immediately follow the verb 

describing the action that it modifies.  Instead, the noun phrase that follows the verb 

shifts focus away from the action and the ensuing adverb fails to refocus on the action.  

Further, changing the structure of the sentence likely causes the interpretation of the 

adverb to change, for example, for the sentence His pencil/was dull,/so before/the SAT/he 

took out/his sharpener/and/sharpened/his pencil/rapidly, the adverb “rapidly” can be 

more easily interpreted as modifying the entire phrase “he took out his sharpener and 

sharpened his pencil rapidly.”  The effect of this, of course, is that the adverb is now 

modifying an action (e.g. taking out the sharpener) in addition to the action of interest 
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(“sharpening”).  Conversely, in Experiment 1, the sentences were structured such that the 

adverb came immediately after the action (e.g. …He/picked up/his pencil/which 

he/sharpened/rapidly) and directly modified the action of interest.  This seems to be the 

best explanation of why there was not effect on the adverb in Experiment 3 and a 

significant effect on the adverb in Experiment 1.

There are two potential explanations for the effect found on the word immediately 

preceding the verb.  The first explanation characterizes the effect as spurious: it was not 

predicted nor has it occurred in any previous experiments (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006).  The 

strength of this explanation is that it is compatible with previous data and does not 

contradict the predictions.  The weakness of this argument, however, is that it ignores the 

fact that the magnitude of the effect is essentially the same for both sentence regions.  A 

second explanation interprets the effect as genuine.  The strength of this explanation is 

that it actually accounts for the data, but has the weaknesses of not being supported by 

independent evidence and neither being a predicted effect, nor significant after a 

Bonferroni correction.  One possibility is that changing the structure of the sentence to 

include an adverb at the end of every experimental and filler item caused readers to 

anticipate a large about of action-pertinent information to become revealed during the last 

few frames of text.  This could have caused participants to infer the direction of the 

action, before the verb was actually presented.  Because the sentences were constructed 

in order to allow for an unequivocal inference about the direction of rotation by the 

occurrence of the verb, this explanation seems promising.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results from these three experiments support predictions made by the LFH.  

When a verb is modified by an adverb, compatible motor responses are facilitated on the 

adverb only if it primarily modifies the action (e.g., quickly and slowly) and not when 

some other element of the referential situation is modified (e.g., happily, eagerly, or 

nervously).  Further, according to the data, the adverb must directly follow the verb in 

order for this effect to occur.  If the adverb comes later in the sentence, it may modify 

other elements of the action (e.g. taking out the sharpener).  Experiment 1 represents an 

initial attempt to extend the localized motor resonance effect (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006) 

from the verb to an adverb that immediately follows it.  Compatible responses were faster 

on the verb as well as on the subsequent action-modifying adverb.  This was not the case 

with Experiment 2, in which the action-modifying adverbs were replaced with agent-

modifying adverbs.  Similarly, in Experiment 3, the adverb could have been interpreted 

as modifying other elements of the referential situation, so the predicted effect did not 

occur.

The primary contribution of this thesis is that it supports a prediction made by a 

synthesis of the LFH and previous findings on the localization of motor resonance during 

language processing (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006).  If the previous finding that motor 

resonance is localized on action verbs is due to the surrounding content shifting focus

away from the action, then maintaining focus on the action by following the verb with an 

action-modifying adverb should cause motor resonance to extend beyond the verb to the 

adverb.  These experiments support this prediction.

Results discussed earlier (Glover, Rosenbaum, Graham, & Dixon, 2004; 

Gentilucci & Gangitano, 1998; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Zwaan & Taylor, 2006; 

Experiment 2) suggest that language affects motor processes in a top-down fashion in 

that the higher-order process of understanding words or the actions described by 

sentences affects subsequent motor activity.  However, a bottom-up effect is not only 

plausible, but consistent with previous findings (Zwaan & Taylor, 2006; Experiment 4; 

Lindemann, Stenneken, van Schie, & Bekkering, 2006) and the present experiments, in 

which participants perform an action in order to indicate that they have read a consistent 

or inconsistent word.  For example, previous studies have shown that when participants 
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form an intention to act (e.g. to pick up a magnifying glass and move it towards one’s 

eye) before the presentation of a semantically-related word (“eye”), they are faster to 

respond to the word in a task that invites semantic processing of the word, such as 

categorization or lexical decision, but not when the task does not invite semantic 

processing, such as letter detection (Lindemann, et al., 2006).  As with the current study, 

while bottom-up processing is consistent with the results, top-down processes could still 

explain the findings, as the word response is confounded with the compatible action.  

While this is an issue that warrants further investigation, either top-down processes, 

bottom-up processes, or both would be consistent with a claim that the semantic and 

motor systems rely on partially overlapping neurophysiological substrates.  For example, 

results showing that visually-perceived rotation affects manual rotation (Zwaan & Taylor, 

2006; Experiement 1) coupled with previous findings that manual rotation affects 

perception of an ambiguously rotating visual stimulus suggest that manual rotation and 

perception of visual rotation share common neural systems (Wohlschläger, 2000).

Several alternative explanations for these results could be proposed, but are 

demonstrably inviable.  Possible alternative explanations for the results include: (1) they 

are due to demand effects (participants were somehow aware of the manipulation and this 

drove the differences of interest), (2) the effect on the adverb is merely a continuation of 

the original effect on the verb and does not reflect the influence of the adverb on 

maintaining focus on the action, (3) there was a confound between the items that actually 

caused the differences of interest, and (4) the effect on the adverb is really a sentence 

wrap-up effect.  Each alternative explanation will be considered and addressed in turn.

First, a skeptic could argue that participants became aware of the intention behind 

the experiment because they were engaging in manual rotation while reading sentences 

about manual rotation.  To prevent this from becoming an issue, the critical items were 

embedded inside a larger set of similarly worded items describing similarly mundane 

actions.  When probed during post-experiment interviews, no participant reported having 

any knowledge of the manipulation.  Further, even if correct, this would be an especially 

odd alternative explanation for the differences found on the adverb.  A substantial 

proportion of the participants would have had to be sensitive to the distinction between 
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action- and agent-modifying adverbs in order for this to explain the pattern found in the 

data.

Second, a skeptic could dismiss the findings on the adverb as merely a 

continuation of the original effect.  According to this criticism, any word appearing 

directly around the verb is subject to ‘spillover’ motor resonance effects.  This is an 

important criticism to counter, since the claim made here is that the result on the adverb 

supports the LFH.  If it were the case that the verb simply influenced surrounding words 

regardless of their content, then there would be an effect on the agent-modifying adverbs 

in Experiment 2 or on the direct object which directly followed the verb in previously-

reported experiments (Zwaan & Tayor, 2006, Experiments 4 and 5).

Third, it might be argued that the use of adverbs such as quickly and slowly should 

yield different response times given that they explicitly describe the speed with which the 

described action is performed.  Although this is an interesting idea that is perhaps worth 

pursuing in a more sensitive paradigm, it is irrelevant to the current results, since any 

differences between items, other than the intended differences between conditions, were 

negated through counterbalancing.  In other words, those differences are orthogonal to 

the manipulation and differences of interest. 

Fourth, one could argue that, because the adverb was the last word in the sentence, 

the effect on that word is attributable to a motor resonance effect for the entire sentence 

(as in Experiments 2 and 3 in Zwaan & Taylor, 2006 or in Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002) 

and not continued focus on the action.  However, if the last word of a sentence showed 

such an effect regardless of its content, then that pattern would have been found on the 

last word of other experiments in which the last word was not an action-modifying 

adverb (Experiments 2 and 3 in this paper and Experiments 4 and 5 from Zwaan & 

Taylor, 2006).

Finally, there is some variability in the mean reading times across the three 

experiments.  This most likely primarily reflects individual differences between 

participants in each experiment and not differences in the content of the sentences.  For 

example, in Experiments 1 and 2 participants were reading sentences that were virtually 

identical except for the final word of the sentence, yet the average reading times are 50 to 

60 milliseconds apart (see Figures 1 and 2).  Rather, some participants are faster readers 
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than others and participants who read the experimental items at different times of the day 

or during different parts of the semester will read at different rates.

The present results invite several follow-up studies that would help to clarify the 

results.  First, the effect found on the word preceding the verb in Experiment 3 could be 

verified through a simple replication of Experiment 3.  If it were replicated, then it would 

have implications for how and when readers make text-based inferences about action 

during the processing of a given sentence.  Second, if the explanation offered for the lack 

of an effect on the adverb in Experiment 3 is accurate then Experiment 3 should be 

replicated, with the exception that the adverb could only be reasonably interpreted as 

modifying the action of experimental interest (i.e. manual rotation).  This could be 

achieved by rewording the sentences such that the other verbs mentioned in the sentence 

do not represent actions that can be done quickly or slowly (e.g. …he had a new bulb, so 

he screwed in the light bulb quickly.).  With sentences of this nature, the adverb can only 

be reasonably interpreted as modifying the action of interest (i.e. screwing in the light 

bulb); therefore, if an adverb can cause motor resonance to re-emerge after an object has 

taken focus away from an action, then it should be more likely to be observed in cases 

such as this.

Although beyond the scope of the present article, these results invite future 

investigations into the specificity of language-induced motor resonance and the 

importance of motor resonance in providing the underpinnings of action understanding.  

For example, the distinction between fast and slow action-modifiers (e.g. quickly vs. 

slowly) could be one that produces detectable differences in motor resonance.  

Additionally, adverbs that disambiguate the direction (e.g. upwards in the sentence He 

moved his hand upwards) of an action could show independent localization of motor 

resonance (that is, facilitation for compatible responses on the adverb only, not the verb).  

A related paradigm involves changing the position of the adverb.  In the present 

experiments, the adverbs follow the verb.  An experimenter might predict an effect when 

the adverb precedes the direction-disambiguating verb (…he quickly screwed in the light 

bulb), especially if the effect found on the word preceding the verb in Experiment 3 is 

replicable.  This should be the case since an adverb is more likely to focus a reader on an 
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action than is the word “and” or “he” (see Appendix 3).  Future research may address 

these issues.

The present results show that a verbal description of an action leads to a very 

subtle pattern of motor activation in the comprehender, which has not been shown 

previously.  An important qualification of this research and other studies showing motor 

resonance during or after language comprehension is that this does not constitute direct 

evidence for the claim that action comprehension relies on a mental simulation (Rizzolatti 

& Craighero, 2004; Fischer & Zwaan (in press)) of that action, though the present results 

are compatible with such a claim.  Evidence for mental simulation requires showing that 

an action described by a sentence is facilitated by reading it.  The present, and similar, 

results show a difference between matching and mismatching conditions, a result that is 

compatible with either facilitation of the matching condition or interference of the 

mismatching condition.  We are currently running studies, which compare neutral, 

matching, and mismatching actions that will shed light on this issue. 
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APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX B: CRITICAL SENTENCES FOR EXPERIMENT 1

Clockwise

He had/been on/the highway/for a/long time./When he/saw a gas/station,/he/exited/slowly

During the/film,/the light/bulb/burned out./He found/a new /light bulb/which he/screwed 

in/rapidly

The gardener/noticed/that the/water/was still/running/He approached/the faucet/which 

he/turned off/quickly

The good/student/was about/to take/the SAT./He/picked up/his pencil/which 

he/sharpened/rapidly

The man/was/replacing/his tire./He placed/onto/the tire/a lugnut/which 

he/tightened/slowly

He hopped/into his car,/very late/for work./He placed/the key/into/the ignition/which 

he/started/quickly

He was/about to/attach the last/leg onto the/table./He picked 

up/the/screwdriver/and/screwed in/slowly

He wanted/to read/from his/favorite/book./He sat/next to/a lamp/which he/turned 

on/quickly

Counterclockwise

He was/craving a /juicy/pickle./On the/shelf, he/found a/closed jar/which 

he/opened/rapidly

He selected/unleaded/at the/gas station./He placed/his hand/on the /cap/which 

he/opened/slowly

His father/walked /into/the room./He/noticed/the loud/volume/which he/turned 

down/gradually

He wanted/to try/his new/satellite TV./Behind the/TV, he/grabbed the/cable/which 

he/unscrewed/quickly

The runner/was very/thirsty./A fan/handed him/a bottle/of cold/water/which 

he/opened/quickly

He waited/at the /intersection/before he/could turn./He saw/an/opening/and/turned 

left/slowly

The chicken/in the oven/looked cooked/perfectly./The cook/walked/over to/the 

oven/which he/turned down/slowly

He lit/the candles/for the/romantic/evening./He noticed/the bright/lights/which 

he/dimmed/slowly
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APPENDIX C: CRITICAL SENTENCES FOR EXPERIMENT 2

Clockwise

He had/been on/the highway/for a/long time./When he/saw a gas/station, 

/he/exited/eagerly 

During the/film,/the light/bulb/burned out./He found/a new /light bulb/which he/screwed 

in/carefully 

The gardener/noticed/that the/water/was still/running/He approached/the faucet/which 

he/turned off/thoughtfully

The good/student/was about/to take/the SAT./He/picked up/his pencil/which 

he/sharpened/nervously

The man/was/replacing/his tire./He placed/onto/the tire/a lugnut/which 

he/tightened/skillfully

He hopped/into his car,/very late/for work./He placed/the key/into/the ignition/which 

he/started/hastily

He was/about to/attach the/last leg/onto/the table./He picked up/a screw/which 

he/screwed in/patiently

He wanted/to read/from his/favorite/book./He sat/next to/a lamp/which he/turned 

on/eagerly

Counterclockwise

He was/craving a /juicy/pickle./On the/shelf, he/found a/closed jar/which 

he/opened/hungrily

He selected/unleaded/at the/gas station./He placed/his hand/on the /cap/which 

he/opened/carefully

His father/complained/about/the noise./John/walked up/to the/stereo/which he/turned 

down/obediently

He wanted/to try/his new/satellite TV./Behind the/TV, he/grabbed the/cable/which 

he/unscrewed/hastily

The runner/was very/thirsty./A fan/handed him/a bottle/of cold/water/which 

he/opened/eagerly 

He waited/at the /intersection/before he/could turn./He saw/an/opening/and/turned 

left/skillfully

The chicken/in the oven/looked cooked/to perfection./The cook/walked/over to/the 

oven/which he/turned down/happily

He lit/the candles/for the/romantic/evening./He noticed/the bright/lights/which 

he/dimmed/carefully
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APPENDIX D: CRITICAL SENTENCES FOR EXPERIMENT 3

Clockwise

After driving/on the highway/for two-hundred/miles and/seeing the/exit sign/ he/ exited/

the highway/ slowly

After disposing/of the/burnt-out light/and getting/a new one,/the/projector/screwed in/the 

new one/rapidly

The bathtub/was almost/overflowing,/so he reached/for the/faucet/and/turned off/the 

faucet/quickly

His pencil/was dull,/so before/the SAT/he took out/his sharpener/and/sharpened/his 

pencil/rapidly

While replacing/the tire/he placed/the wrench/on the/nut/and/tightened/the nut/slowly

After getting/into his car/the nervous/man placed/the key into/the ignition/and/started/the 

car/quickly

To attach/the boards/he placed/his screwdriver/onto/the screw/and/screwed in/the 

screw/slowly

The noise/awoke him/with a startle,/so he /reached for/the lamp/and/turned on/the 

lamp/quickly

Counterclockwise

Craving a/juicy pickle,/he placed/his hand/on the lid/of the jar/and/opened/the jar/rapidly

At the gas/station, he/selected unleaded,/placed his hand/onto the/rusty gas cap/ and/

opened/ the gas tank/slowly

He/realized/that the/music was/too loud/so /he/turned down/the volume/gradually

Having switched/to satellite/TV, /he grabbed/the old/cable connection/and/unscrewed/the 

cable/quickly

To quench/his thirst/the runner/grabbed the bottle, /put his hand/on the cap/and/ opened/

the water bottle/quickly

While driving/to work/he approached/the intersection,/waited for/an opening/and/turned 

left/onto the street/slowly

When the/annual/time change/in the/fall /occurred/he/set back/the clock/slowly

The lights/were too bright/so he/placed his/hand on/the dial/and/dimmed/the lights/slowly
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Lawrence J. Taylor will not be remembered by anyone.  He was born in Belton, 

Texas in 1983.  He received a B. S. in psychology from “bible-thumpin’” Baylor

University in 2004.  His current and future interests may include cognitive science, 

evolutionary psychology, world domination, neuroscience, and unnecessary karaoke 

crooning.  

You know “Special K,” the hospital anesthetic?  He didn’t try that at a party over 

on Greenwich Street and it wasn’t really cool.  He didn’t steal that line from an episode 

of The State.  Larry does not hold utter contempt for homeless people who ask for change 

and he never spouted a blasphemous two-minute long monologue from The Devil’s 

Advocate to a homeless guy.  He’s not drunk right now.  Larry is completely unaware that 

the first rule of Fight Club is you do not talk about Fight Club.  Larry never read the 

Unabomber’s manifesto and he did not acknowledge that he made a few good points.

He certainly does not envision a future in which you are stalking an elk through 

the damp canyon forests around the ruins of Rockefeller Center. You won’t wear leather 

clothes that will last you the rest of your life. You won’t climb the wrist-thick kudzu 

vines that wrap the Sears Tower. And when you look down, you won’t see tiny figures 

pounding corn, laying strips of venison on the empty car pool lane of some abandoned 

superhighway.

Larry hasn’t been living with redneck junkies for the past year and a half and they 

didn’t let him watch and study them, like a pack of baboons, as they snorted, shot, 

freebased, and smoked cocaine and its derivatives.  They didn’t teach him the value of 

keeping quiet and paying attention.  He doesn’t admire Jane Goodall or Hunter S. 

Thompson.  Larry didn’t have a roommate in college that he disliked.  Honestly, he didn’t 

hate him; he just wanted him to stop breathing while he slept.   Larry doesn’t believe that 

the best justification for suicide is that every breath you take helps to contribute to the 

slow, cold entropic death that awaits the universe.  His undergrad biology textbook was 

not stolen by a person who was considerate enough to remove the notes from the book 

before he took it.  And his buddy Troy didn’t let him borrow the older addition that he 

probably stole himself.
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Larry never wrote rambling diary entries claiming that schools=factories,

morality=insanity, people=leaves, children=leeches, billiards=abortion, 

children=embryos, larry=livestock, 1860=2002, people=cancer, or life=mystery-object.  

Larry has never subscribed to the notion that life is most valuable when you believe that 

it’s worthless; he doesn’t believe that the 9/11 hijackers are among the best examples of 

this.  He’s never argued that drunk-driving is environmentally friendly.  He never wrote a 

sarcastic defensive driving essay for his friend Melissa that ended with the claim: 

“...nineteenth century nihilism, world wide epidemics, and terrorism all pale in 

comparison to the chief problem facing American society today:

Irresponsible driving.”

Larry does not believe that regret is one of the most useless emotions.  

He’s never thought that Larry=a piece of paper with writing on it and a hideously altered 

backpack.  Larry does not admire Parasites because they're able to acquire all the organic 

nutrients required to live from other organisms without killing them, unlike people.  

Larry never writes appallingly violent things in order to figure out if anyone is still 

reading this.  Larry has never noticed how easy it would be for a married couple to 

conceive a child, bear it, and then eat it for breakfast without anyone noticing.  Larry 

does not believe that man has taken control of his world and paved it with good intentions.  

He does not admire vegetarians; he does not believe that every non-vegetarian should kill 

something at least once in his life so that he can better understand the nature of his 

brutality.  Larry loves the wind; he’s never said “the wind can blow me.”  Larry doesn’t 

believe that a Texas fishing trip is one of the most inefficient, but fun, ways to convert 

three and a half ice chests of beer and ice into half an ice chest of fish.  Larry never stuck 

his hand into a fire ant pile and took a picture of his hand to impress a girl that won’t 

even talk to him now.

Larry doesn’t think that there’s a selective-breeding process in place in the U.S. 

that will result in increasing numbers of unproductive citizens relative to intelligent, 

creative ones.  He doesn’t like to call this a slippery-ass slope of stupidity.  Larry doesn’t 

think it’s funny to say that Jesus supposedly rose from the dead, like a zombie.  Larry 

doesn’t think that “The Bible is the basis for our legal system” is, like, the stupidest thing 
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a person can possibly say.  Larry doesn’t miss studying organic chemistry.  Larry hasn’t 

realized that Hitler, Neil Armstrong, Super Bowl beer ads, the Bartman and Survivor 

finales all have something in common that makes them our diplomats to the universe.  He 

never tried to drink a gallon of milk in an hour.  There’s not a hilarious photo of his 

failure.  Larry’s physics teacher never wrote “Can dimwitted individuals get advanced 

degrees? :)” on one of his homework assignments.  He didn’t think about responding with, 

“You just answered your own question, bitch.”  He never asked a stripper to burn him 

with a cigarette.  Larry never felt inferior to a retarded guy because he had a girlfriend.  

He doesn’t think that “You can’t see California without Marlon Brando’s eyes” is one of 

the best. Song lines.  Ever.  He’s never asked a girl to bite his little toe off.  He never 

woke up on Easter Sunday with eleven beer caps, keys that he hadn’t seen in 13 months, 

and a pack of Camels in his pockets.  Larry doesn’t think that we encourage people to 

sacrifice a significant portion of their energy and time from age 12 to 60 in order to 

secure decent post-65 lives for themselves.  Larry doesn’t believe that “revel 

responsibly” is the healthiest hybrid between the competing demands that follow from (a) 

you may die tomorrow and (b) you might be alive in 80 years to experience the 

consequences of your actions.
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